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Founded In
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Editorial--"Misinformed"

Rally, Bonfire

Feature Gala
Colby Night

Women ; Ohserve
Colby Week-night

Coach McCoy, Only Man
Present, Endorses Women
1923
Of
Team
Champ ionship
As Cheerleaders
Introduced To Large
Crowd
Colby, women of all classes and ages
A gala Colby Night, the 35th in the
history of Colby, attracted a large
number of alumni back bo- the college
last Friday. A parade, a rally at the
gym , speeches, cheers, and a huge
bonfire featured in an extensive program planned - for the returning
grads. The Colby gym again resounded to the cheers of Colby men who
returned for the yearly event. Part of
the Colby Night program was broadcasted to other Colby men and women
throughout the state over WLBZ and
WRDO , the Maine Broadcasting- System.
The evening's events started with a
parade of the student body led by the
band to the Elmwood Hotel where the
alumni held their annual dinner. The
alumni and ,the students then marched
to the gym where the Colby Night
rally took place.
Cecil Goddard , alumni secretary,
introduced Theodore Hodgki'ns, '25,
who acted as master of ceremonies
during the evening. Mr. Goddard read
telegrams received from Colby clubs
who were meeting throughout the
country. Dr. Herbert C. Libby welcomed the ' returning. alumni to the
college. Dr. Libby praised the spirit
of democracy which has always been
present in the college 's history. He
(Continued on page G)

started the traditional festive evening by a picnic supper served in the
Alumnae Building on Friday, October
twenty-first. After the meal, tables
were cleared away, and chairs arranged ,in rows facing the stage, as
everyone prepared to enjoy the , evening's entertainment. Sally Aldrich ,
as mistress of ceremonies, introduced
the speakers and performers on a
variety program of Colby talent. Dean
Ninetta M. Runnals welcomed the
feminine part >of the Colby ' family
with a sparkling talk. She advised
everyone to seek out old acquaintances without delay, and to be sure to
visit the Mayflower Hill exhibit. Next,
Polly Pratt and Pat Thomas , accompanied by Elizabeth Solie at the
piano , led several peppy Colby songs.
Coach Al McCoy, the only man in
the building, gave a very interesting
speech on the forthcoming- game. He
spoke a word in hearty favor of the
innovation of women cheerleaders at
Colby. He told several stories about
the humorous side' of football , and
closed 'by saying he had truthfully no
idea whether we could Avin or lose in
Saturday 's ga m e , but that he was
hoping. His speech was roundly applauded , and -was followed by cheers
winch weres led "by Priseilla Jones, Ann
Jones, Eleanor Mitchell , and Mary
(Continued on page G)

Eight Fraternities Pled ge

Seventy-three Freshmen In
Formal Rushing Program

May Fill Quotas In Open
Pled ging Beginning
Toni ght

Designs Feature
Library Exhibit

Sovcnty-tliroo freshmen pledged to
eight fraternities over the ' week-end
as the result of the regular rushing
season. Two fraternities led with full
quotas of twelve pledged , Delta Kappa
Epsilon and Delta Upsilon with Zeta
Psi and Phi Delta Theta following
closely with eleven and ten respectively.
Open pledging of freshmen to fill
a chapter 's quota of twelve will begin
this evening at nine o'clock. Fraternities, except those who havo filled
their quota and Tau Delta Phi which
is not restricted , may then pledge an
additional twenty men, Each house
may, in other words, pledge' more
freshmen until it (ilia its quota .of
twelve. As over sixty mon in tho
class of '42 have not .pledged , there
will probably bo considerable rushing
the next few days.
Following is a list of tho .mon
pledged by each fraternity.
Doha Kappa Epsilon '
Arthur G. Beach , Jr., Robert W.
Bender, Wendell C, Brooks, Norman
M. Cotli'n , John G. Fifield , Bonlnh 0.
Harding, Max A Hol/.riehtor , John C,
K i tch en , Raymond F. Ko'/.csn, Jr., Rob .
oi'fc McDonnoll j tSli olloy. L; Pmfc'fc , John
B, Warner.
Zeta Psi
Richard R. Dyer, Walter Emor y,
Go o r go Kil bo urno , Vict or A, Lobodnick , Charl es L ord , ' John L, Low ell ,
Nelson Pago, Clarence Roid , Roger
W. Perkins, Jo h n E , Stevens, Folix
(Continued on page 3) ,

Have you soon and recognized the
figures of Benjamin Franklin , Luigi
Galvuni , Professor -Loomis , ¦Alexander
Graham Bell , ' Thomas ' Edison , Wilhelm Roentgen , and Madame Curie in
the "Electricity Window " now on display in the . college library among the
designs of Erica Karawina , talented
young. Boston artist? This electric
design for a modern stained glass window uses the medieval medium , and
in distinct ,, clear detail and brilliant
color shows the story of electrical experimentation beginning with the
mythological story of tho shepherdboy
Magnos,. and his chance discovery of
the magnet; and : tho earl y knowledge
of the compass by Chinese.
In addition to other 'original desi g ns , the exhibit includes some of
Miss Knrawina's copies of famous
thirteenth century glass : tho David
and the Movt de la Viorgo at Chartros
Cathedral ; tho St. Louis and La Belle
Vervicre at. Chartros, an d the Ascension window at Lomans.
Some of hov religious drawings are
also on exhibition. Tho Singing Monica
will seem most satisfying to many ;
the composition, is itself! n song.
• Miss JCurawiim has designed windows for the Church of St. John the
Divino in New York City und for . the
Am erican'Church in Paris. Hor work
is brough t to Colby by tlio ' collogo
chapter of tho American Federation'
¦ ¦
. ,
of Arts. .
, ,
.
Tho next exhibit , reproductions ) of
tho work of Van , Gogh , will bo hun g
in the library from November 14-28.
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Blue And Gray ^ s Aerial Attack
Causes Bowdoin Polar Bear Jitters
Psychologist To
Lecture Friday
Henry C. McComas , Is
Second Series
Speaker

All psychologists are constantly
making experiments, but none such
fascinating ones as does Dr. Henry
McComas . of .Johns Hopldns . University; who " will " . lecture' here Friday
night at the First Baptist Church in
the Colby series.
One set of his experiments dealt
with the measurement of ;the quickness and accuracy of- movements. . He
made tests on the ' telephone, operators
for this , and , also, on men in all types
of activity at different times of day
and night' 'to record their reactions.
Tests of this kind are most impotant
in selecting aviators, and Dr. McComas has done much in this field.
. He has also made experiments on
mental abilities , tracing the gradual
development of intelligence in human
beings mid the differences among

•ulullv—liniv tli ik iiffncl.s 1-.l
i r>iv pjivnnrw .

Makes Motion Pictures
' Dr, MeCoims has spent some time
in making m oving pictures on popular science topics , pictures which
were shown by Charles Urban. Among
them were such subjects as "Tricks
Tour Eyes Play On You ,". "How Old
Is Your Memory, " "How Much Does
Tho Air Weigh?" and "Faces Of Famous' Men.",
(Continued on page 6)

Maine Game Tickets
On Safe At Booksto re
Student tickets for iheMainoColby gamo at Orono Saturday
ai'e on sa le at the college bookstore for 55 cents including tax,
but will not bo available after
five P. M. Thursday, Octo b er
27, or at M-aine on Saturday, the
dny of tho game.
A special football train to the
game will loavo the M. C. railroad station here at 11:10 A.
M , on Saturday and return immodiatoly following tho gnnib.
Tlioro will be timo for lunch in
Bangor ,, before tli o special continues through to Webster . ' station, ' Tickets.for llio ' round trip
aro $1.00 ptnd can bo purchased
at tho station horo. ,
Tho bott-d and , ch 'p'b' r loaders
will travel by train with tho studont body, ';/" , ' , ,.¦ , , .' :,,, ;'

Last Period Leaves Bear With 25-18 Lead
Despite Mule Efforts ,
Mules Open Scoring; But
Only Whets Polar Bears
A pp etite
After gaining an early lead , the
White Mule faltered for three periods
before making a .smashing aerial attack which just failed to mak e up
Bowdoin 's four counters, which gave
the Polar Bears a 25-18 win in their
first state series game , on Seaverns
Field , Saturday afternoon.
.The game was but two .minutes underway when on a well-executed Colby play Bus Burrill raced from end
toward the Bowdoin safety man , then
faded away from him to snag a perfect toss from Johnny Daggett. Well
ahead of the . field; Burrill scampered
across the goal line.
Far from discouraged , the Polar
Bears immediately started a crushing
offensive that . featured - . 163 ya r ds
gained by rushing. Haldane, Legate
and Karsokas, Bowdoin 's marvelously
Well-balanced trio of backs started a
zig-zag ;attack of running plays that
ended in Bowdoin 's first touchdown
when . Haldane piled through .Renter
to_. score., . .-¦M .elehdy followed ; up with
a perfect placement.
As play started after- the kick-off ,
Colby affairs took a bad turn when a
pass by Hatch hit a Bea.r instead . of
a Mule. The Brunswick club . made
the most of their break. Haldane
well-nigh staged a one-man goal rush
us the Bowdoin ball-toter , behind neat
blocking, made four . running gains
and coupled that with a lateral to Legate 'before hitting the touchdown
gate, The quarter ended Bowdoin 13,
Colby G.
C-olby 's usually impregnable line
^
failed
' to function up to par in the
second period. Early in the second
stanza , Hatch was forced ' to boot one
from Colby 's 29 to Bowdoin 's 35.
With the same steady ground attack ,
Bowdoin picked up yard after yard
until Hald ane . struggled for tho last
'(Continued on page 2) ¦

Registrar Rates
Frat Scholarshi p
Tau Delta Phi And Phi Mu
Lead
' ¦"
¦

/

'

¦

•

•

. Tau Delta Phi .- .a nd Phi Mu led thoir
respective divisions in scholastic
standings fpr the second semester of
last year according to,ratings released by the registrar 's office.
; Tau Delta Phi' s score was 37.8
with Zeta Psi second with SS.O. Those
figures compare with a fraternity and
ri on-frivternity average for th o m on of
83.8'. Phi Mu led the women's division
with 30;2 and Delta Delta Delta took
second with 37.5. ' All women averaged SCO.
;' ., '
:,; In. comparing the ' men 's and womon\s ' rank ings, the"! nioii 'show an" 'impr ovement , an tho highest 1'rivlomil.y
for the first semester last year stood
bolovv tho lowest sorority group.
VT , K. N . was highest for tho first
Homester, but has di sb and ed and tho
comparisions have boon made on the
busin ol' eight instead of nine fraternities. Tlio comp lete rankings arc as
follows :
;¦¦;¦ ¦¦ *' (Continued on page 3) •

Lay Cornerstone '
For New Chapel
Records Of Colby Emb edd ed
In Stone For
Posterity
The cornerstone of the Lorimer
Chapel was laid Friday afternoon before a large crowd of alumni , undergraduates, and friends of Colby. The
cerenrony took place in the pr-esence
of Graeme and Burford Lorimer, sons
of the late George " Horace Lorimer
who donated the beautiful chapel in
memory of his father, Dr. George
Claude Lorimer.
President Franklin W. Johnson' was
presiding officer-at the exercises which
marked the actual realization of the
first building at New Colby on Mayflower Hill. He introduced Dr. George
Merriam , '79 , the oldest living grad(Continued on page 3)

Powder And Wig
To "Sta rt Work
Meets Thursday M orning To
Outline Program
Powder and Wig, the Colby dramatic society, announces a meeting
for all interested, in dramatic workto be held in the college chapel ion
Thursday morning, October 27 , at ten
o'clock. Members of Powder and
Wig,' and all other's who have ' taken
part in plays at Colby whether as actors or in. the stage crew and have
credits toward Powder and Wig membership, and all others who would like
opportunities in-acting or production
are invited. The • purpose of this
mooting is to explain the policies of
the society and to outline the dramatic work for the year. Professor
Rollins , faculty advisor of Powder and
Wig and director of dramatic work,
will have many plans to disclose to
th ose present.
It will be possible to carry out a
more elaborate program this year , because-of the strong group of members , and because of the added assist( Continued on page 3)

Colby- A t,Mike ;
Chan ges Hour

Colby at the Microphone , Colby's:
own radio program will bo broadcast
at a now time 7:00-7 :30 P. MV, every
Monday. . Next week's program : will
include Rita Searlo , ; Fletcher: 'Eat6r$
Barbara Skeohan , Boh ' Gan ders arid '
a' guest artist, i' , ¦;¦ ;, ' .;, ;'• :; :\ h:h\:y4h4 'h
Any students^ihto,rost edvih ;radib[
speaking will have; another opportune.
ity ' to au dition for the - Colby hourVon'
Friday , ' October 28th ; alr '2: 0b ';Pi"'M. ?
All niusienl .tal ent should :also bo 'af
o;
tlio , WLB7/. Stu dios^ ; Main^ Btr oo^
('or an -a udition; at! thatttimoV;¥oi,c6s1'
and nivisical; talent nr^lio^
for thoj'Soconu ->; !YnWi t^
br oadcast 'that ia '. plij rihi6<h.p;qiiri^|^!;!;in|
thG ' inimediutoi ;f^
arid ". vbico ;: au diti6n ^ctolior»2Silifalpi
o'clock^ ::a^:'tli^
' str pet^;!
Main
^
¦ - ¦''¦y ': '. : :; '":' ' ^y '- .y y y 'h;
.' ¦•^¦
hy hhy hhyy ^y Vy ^ ' Vv^.^
'
•™rr:rKm>* :, *;i-;p.; <^
''

MULE - KICKS

By RALPH DELAN O

Some side-lights garnered from last
Saturday 's game:
_C —
Mule
Colby 's mascot White Mule made a
big hit. Arran gements are afoot to
ship the little jackass to Ma ine this
Saturday to help out the roote rs.
—C—
.
Some Phun!

When the B-owdoin band played
"Waltz Me Around Again, - Willie,"
one Bowdoin lad sang an apt parody :
"Walsh Is Around Again, Colby !"
Gube rnatorial Rootandtoot
Governor
Lewis O. Barrows and
Ex- Governor Brann , both graduates
of the Un iversit y of Maine , attended
the Bowdoin-Colb y conflict. Bar rows
appeared in the Colby stands to lend
a ha nd with Mule cheers , while Brann
th is time picked the winning side as
he lent his voice to the Bowdoin rooters.
— C—
Publ ic Enem y

—

JSSK^K&SfWM^^SS^^y^SSsotKKwa^^

Colby 's first touchdown last Saturday came early in the first period. Ths ball -was down the center and we seeBus Burrill a split second after h&
caught the pass. He is seen outruning Legate , Bowdoin saf e ty man , ash e raced toward the goal to conclude a 46-yard drive.

Mules Working Hard
For Maine Invasion

Bowdoin .Game

(Continued from page 1)

three yards and another touchdown.

The Colby team dug in and prevented
any further scoring during the rest of
the period.
As is often the case in Colby
squads, a different attack showed up
in the second half , with rejuvenated
play. Another bad break early in the
third period gave Colb y stocks another
downward shove. A fumble in the
Mule backfield when the Colby squad
was
practically on their own goal line
After getting off to a fine start, the
resulted
in an alert B'owdoin end flopInter-Frat Touch Football season has
ping
on
the
ball to give the Bear s ansettled down with the knowledge that
other
marker
and a 25-6 lead.
no one team has shown any marked
It
was
here
that the Colby aerial
superiority over any other . In the
attack
was
launched
with Chick
games played thus far, one touchdown
has always been the greatest margin Hatch flipping one pass after another
of victory, and some games have been into the hands of Daggett and Maguire .
even closer. The results to date are On the kick-off Hatch ran the ball
the following with eight of the nine back and in nine and eight yard gains ,
gave the Mules their second first down
teams having played matches.
of the afternoon. Daggett lost ten ,
L. C. A. defeated D. U. 'by the score then made up for it by grabbing1 a fast
of 18-12.
pass from Hatch for a 10 yard gain.
Zetes defeated Phi Delts, score 6-0. The Mules and Bears exchanged
Non-Frats won from D . K. E. in an punts when running plays failed , and
the period ended.
overtime period. '" •
It was Colby's ball on their 11-yard
K. D. R. beat A'. T. 0. in a close
line
as the period opened. On the
game, 12-8.
first
Colby play Daggett streaked up
The schedule released for this week
the
field,
digging franticall y to meet a
by Mike Loebs is the following :
i^erfect rifle-like h eave by the leatherMonday, Oct. 24 , Non-Frat versus armed Mr. Hatch. The pass good for
Tau Delts.
55 yards and Daggett's fleet heels
Tuesday, Oct. 25 , L. C, A. versus were good for the rest of the trip
Zeta Psi.
over the goal line.
Daggett's interception of a BowWednesday, Oct. 26, D, U. versus
doin pass of the Colby 10-yard line
Phi Delts.
Thursday, Oc t. 27 , K. D. R, versus started another 00 yard drive by the
the winners : of Non-Frat-Tau Delt White Mules, Bruce made three
drives to net 12 yards. Hatch wound
game.
up and flipped one to Charlie Maguire
.
( for another first down. Hatch wound
again , just afterwards , and gave
Boothb y & Bartlett Co. up
Daggett a pass resulting in another

Play Close Games
McCoy Charges To
In Touch Football
Be At Full Strength
Al McCoy's football team will be
put through a stiff workout all the
week in preparation for its game at
the University of Maine next Saturday. : The Mule eleven will probably
go into the game with an even chance
of winning.
barring
however,
The Mules,
further injuries, will enter the game
at full strength for the first time this
year. Guards Mel Baum and Dan
Daly are both expected to be in tiptop condition Saturday. Both were
out because of sprained ankles. With
these two men back in the game, Colby's line will be greatly improved
over last Saturday s
,4 Clyde Hatch will probably be the
speai'head of Colby's attack ; whereas,
Drew will be number one for Maine.
Both boys can pass, kick and run exceptionally well. Hatch is also a very
good defensive man in the backfield.
Tentative starting line-up for the
Mules will proba'bly find Burrill and
Maguire at ends, Hersey and Hodges
at tackles, Baum and Daly at guards,
Daley at center , and White, Hatch,
Daggett, and Bruce in the backfield.
, Maine's starting line-up will probably find Shute and Lane at ends,
Dyer and Johnson at tackles, Cook
and Genge at guards, Burr at center,
and Drew, Bennett, Arb or and Mallett in the backfield.
; It looks as though the Mules will

GENERAL INSURANC E
pull through with a victory if they
show any of the form exhibited in the 185 Main Stt
Waterville , Me.
last quarter of last Saturday 's game.
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College-sty le Pictures in
Mounts.
Color ed Miniature in
Gold Plate d Frame

J OIN THE CROWD AT THE

PURITAN SWEET SHOP

Wa terville , Maine

For Dinn er or Supp er

Ta sty Sandwiches of All Kinds
at Any Tim e
¦ '

>

" ¦' » ,

O, K, Br adbury
68 M ain Street
Wat erville ,
Ma ine
-

.

"Where Colby Men Meet "
;:

—¦

The Preble Studio

¦
¦

¦
¦
¦

Only $8.95

$10.00
$12.95 up

-

Christmas Special
on

Your Raincoats for the
Football Season
SPECIAL - $2.98

Gabardines
Reversibles

first down. Behind beautiful protection, Hatch casually snapped one to
Bus Burrill for still another first
down. After a couple of incompletes,
Hatch faded way back and heaved to
Daggett who reached the end zone
and the ball at the same time.
The rest of the period Bowdoin
desperately held to her six point lead ,
being unable to gain a yard on the
offence.
Colby attacks failed to
reach the pay-off line before the game
ended.
The passing attack which fazed the
Polar Bears was carried on behind
the solid Ooioy wall which featured
the stout work of Hassan , Burrill,
Maguire and Ferris.
The summary :
BOWDOIN (25)
Denham, le
Corey, It
Loema n , Is
Webst er , c
Howard , rw
Broe, rt
Ma r ble , r e
Melendy , <ib
Leurate , Hi
Karsoltas, rh
Haldane, fb

The most unpopular man in the Bowdoin stands was Colby 's music director , John Thomas, Bowdoin , '18 , who
fulfilled his duty to his Alma Mater ,
by sitting on the Polar Bear side ; but
his mighty bass voice overshadowed
most Bowdoin cheermen as he cheered , for Colby.
— C—
At Colby Night

Colby Night , in the smoke-filled
Colby gymnasium , Coach Al McCoy
neatly expressed his feelings in the
battle on granting special aid to athletes , a battle which has latel y had
Ma ine sports author ities in a ligh t
dither. In apologetic explanation for
a part of his talk , Mc Coy stated somewhat thusly, "Maybe some of you will
get the idea that Colby is- bidding for
first-rate athletes from high schools
and prep schools—Well , we are not. "
Then , as an afterthought , ha said
(18) COLBY gr imly, "I wish we could. "
r e, Maguire
—C—
rt, Hersey
Bates Bombshell
rg, Daly
c, Daley
Ik, Baum
....It, Pearl
le, Burrill
.qb , White
rh , Hatch
lh , Daggett
rb, Bruce

Score by neriods :
Colby
6
0
0 12—18
Bowdoin
13
6
0
0—25
Touchdowns made by Haldane 3, Marble,
Daggett 2, Burrill. Points after touchdown ,
Melendy, placement.
Colby substitutions :
Ends , Allen ; tackles, Lake, Hodpfes and Coolidge ; guards , Harvey, Ferris, Hassan ; center,
Hawes ; backs, Rancourt, Bubar, Gilmore and
Hughes, Bowdoin : Ends , Howie, Kocque and
Hunley ; tackles, Taney and Bouiter ; guards,
Oshry ; center , Austi n ; back s, CartUmd , Page,
Bonziigni , T'ifiold , and Rowson. Referee , P, N.
Sivii/lldd Oirown) ; umpire, J. A. Chalmers
( Mi(ldlol)iii'y ) ; linesman , S. Patten (Boston
CoIIcko) ; field judge , E. B. Scoles (Boston University ) . Time , <l-15's.

A mild-looking professor of history
at Bates burst the bombshell that
started minor explosions in various
New England sport circles. Professor
R. R. N. Gould gave a short chapel
talk in favor of scholarships for athletes. As corking good news copy
and , incidentally, publicity for Bates,
it spread to New York and Boston
papers.
— C—

Ex-Colby Echo
C. Ha rry Edwards , who formerly
held Mike Loebs ' place as head of the
Colby College athletic dep artment ,
and who is now state director of athletics , gave the matter official stat us
by echo ing Professor Gould' s sta tements and tacking on one of his own:
th at college scholastic req uirements
should not be lower ed to favor athletes.
Professor Gould' s original
sta tement assumed that consideration
fo r special scholarshi ps be given only
to athl etes of fair scholastic ability,
—C—
Recommendatio n

Statistics
Colby Bow.
Score __
18 25
First downs
G
12
Yards gained rushing
55 1C3
,.__ 18 20
Yards lost rushing
Some of the boys have got very hot
Yards gained passing
228
16 under tho collar lately
concerning the
Passes attempted
24
7 gypping of certain
Colby
athletes of
Passes completed
8
1 hard-earned credit
by
means
of garPasses intercepted by ...
1
5 bled stories on
sport pages of the
Lateral passes
0
i newspapers.
This scrib e notices it is
_
Number of punts • 7
7 not the athletes but tho athletes
' bud30
*Average yardage punts. _ 32
dies who do the squawking. Which is
Yards punts runback
20
0 a very good recommendation
for said
p
,
Number <of fumbles
3
2' athletes.
Fumbles recovered
2
3
toilrf ocato
Yards lost by penalties
55
50 ioaoi =
©
2
Number of penalties .,-5
4
Yards kickoffs run'back
83 71
Total yards gained
305 250
,] 'F) 'om scrimmage.

EBm €itf
; tEowBimg |
| MBSe^s ]
16 Fast Alleys

Turning to tho classroom for just a
few sentences, we believe you 'll like
this potent commentary on the bookwriting professors : "Copying ono
book is plagiarism ; copying three
bo'oks is research. " And it comes from
Connecticut State College 's Professor
O
V. Rapport.
OtaO l

1

At DAMN'S
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MOILZJI, ¦ , ,10130)

Basketball Shoes , All Leather , $4, 50-to $6 ,25. Converse Chuck
Tnylor Mod., #2.00 to #3.50. Ladies B. ]$., Shoes (Bab e Didriclcson
Mod)., #2.85 nnd less. These shoes will be demonstrated at the clinic
held at the field house October 31st., 7)45 P, M.

Wilkinson Discusses
European Situation
On Friday afternoon, at 4 :30, before a large group including his. former and present students, Dr. William.
JVJWilkmsoii, professor of. history,
gave a short informal talk on the
present European situation. He said
that Ms former students might he perplexed at his recent change of attitude. His former pro-German attitude in the immediate post war years,
he explained by stating his ideals and
opinions had not changed, but that
Germany had changed. . ' _
' Dr. Wilkinson said there is a group
of men in England, among them Weston Churchill and Anthony Eden,
who consider the Munich peace is a
' peace to end peace." The opinion
is that the real war will start two
years hence, when Hitler has organized his newly acquired possessions
and resources. England and France
should have made a firm stand—there
is a question of whether Hitler would
have gone to wax at this time, prestige or no prestige. All of Czechoslovakia is now dominated economically by Germany. Two years ago
France blocked Czech attempts to
reach a profitable agreement with
Germany. France wanted the Czechs
as out and out allies on the east of
Germany. Today she has betrayed the
Czechs in the crucial moment.
Russia is clearing her -whole western frontier for a one hundred mile
strip within the border , and carrying
on building of expensive fortifications
in that area. Japan is ready to aid
Germany. The longer war is held
off , the longer it will be prolonged,
and consequently the greater chance
of the United States being .drawn into
it.
There must be a reason for Chamberlain 's actions. Perhaps it is a sincere desire for peace. Some say he
is pro-Fascist. Perhaps, if Hitler
gets enough space in the East he will
have less tendency to march West and
will be less clamorous for English
colonies. Perhaps Germany and Russia will be involved in a deadly war,
which will so weaken them both that
England and France will have a free
hand in Europe. Perhaps if Germany changes from a "have-not" nation to a "have" nation, she will
have a little different policy in foreign affairs. Although hopeful , these
ideas are merely speculative.
Mussolini was almost as worried as
Chamberlain about the threat of approaching . war. Out of this peace
might develop an agreement between
England and Italy as to the Spanish
situation. At the conclusion of the
talk Dr. Wilkinson answered a few
well pointed questions.

Pledges

(Continued from page 1)
E. Willette.
Delta Upsilon

Another chapter of Colby histor y orial Chapel was laid. Above ,- left to Horace Lorimer , donor of the chapel; At the right -is Dr. George Otis Smith ,
, /»
Burford
Lorimer
and Professor Herbert L. Newman , rear , Chairman of the Board -of Trustees , . . ... tj.
was concluded Friday afternoon when right , are
^
the cornerstone of the Lorimer Mem- Graeme • -Lorimer , sons of George and President Franklin W. Johnson. speaking at the exercises. '
fe

German-J ewish Ref ugee, Klaus Drey er
Is Student At Colby This Year
Thi„ summer through the efforts of
President Johnson and Tau Delta Phi
fraternity in connection with the International Student Service, Colby
College brought to this campus a German-Jewish refugee student, who will
study here for this coming year, Mr.
Klaus Dreyer comes to us from Kings
College, University of London, where
he has been studying for the past
year since his departure from Berlin,
his native city.
Mr, Dreyer had been living with a
very friendly English family in Surbiton, London, opposite Henry the
Eighth 's palace in Hampton . Court.
His brother, Hans Peter , a lawyer by
profession, is also now residing in
London. Mr. Dreyer is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. Oscar Dreyer, who are
still residing
in
Berlin.
Dr.
Dreyer is a dermatologist whose practice has been somewhat curbed by
the recent Hitler policies against Jews
in the professional fields. Dr. and
Mi's. Dreyer are awaiting the opportunity to emigrate from Germany .
Although only :19 years • of age
Klaus has studied in Germany, France
and England. As a result of his
travels and studies throughout Europe, he speaks fluent German, French,
English and converses in Spanish.
Here at Colby he will continue his
majo r in French which he has pursued
at the University of London.
Although this is his first time in
America, Dreyer has been very quick

Hikers Lose Trail
On ML Saddleback

Clifford F. Came, Charles B. Delong, John E. Geagan , Darold B.
Hocking, Stedman Howard , Harold
A. Johnson, Edward Loring, Edwin
A party of eight members of the
Mason, A. Wilder Pearl , Gordon A.
Outing Club and three sponsors spent
Richardson, Addison Steeves , Walter
Sunday
hiking at Mount Saddleback,
A. Woodward.
however, due to getting lost on a
Phi Delta Thet a
William E. Barta , Jr., George wrong trail did not get to the summit.
Carothers, Norman Jones , James F. The party took a wrong turn at a
Kavanaugh, Joseph O'Neil , Walter fork in the trail,
and after wandering
Pejlco , Carl Pizzano , Elmer Tower ,
about four miles into marshland turnSamu el Warr en , Walter Webb.
ed back, but did not then have time
Alpha Tau Omeg a
Jay Conlon , Alton Laliberte , Louis to got nearer than within one and
Principe , William Vaughan , Herber J. one-half miles of the summit.
Whitmoro.
. ..Chocolate 'bars, -raisins, and sandLambda Chi Alpha
Richard L. Hansen , Laurie L. Har- wiches were eaten before the party
ris, Jr. , Curtis Hemonway, Albert H. embarked from tho base, while coffee ,
Haynes, Robert I. Johnson , Donald raisins , and doughnuts were served as
A. Pai'sons, Harold B. Seaman , E . the party returned. The day was
clear after noon and those making the
Gilman Taylor , William E, Tucker.
climb enjoyed the invigorating exorKappa Delta RIi o
cise
in the crisp fall air. Those makEro R. Helta, Harold L. Huntoon ,
ing
the
trip were : Alfred Hunter,
Linwood E. Palmer , Jr., Royal Spofpresident
, John Warner, John Fifiold ,
ford , Lewis E. Weeks, Jr. '
Ralph Rowe , .Virginia Moore , ' Jano
Tau Delta Phi
Rob ert Cohen , Gerald A, Gilson , Russe ll , Alice West on and Barbara
Aroy, Sponsors wore : Dr. and Mrs.
Mi lton W. HamiJt , Molvin Locko , Sau l
Millstoin, Albert Newell , Alb ert Lpiigoo,.and Miss Duffy.
Scho enber gor, Emanu el K, Frucht ,
s r~ ¦ • . • , • .
.
Eliot Young.
. ¦. ¦

Phone 212-W

Rose's Flower Shop
over McLellan's
Corsages Our Specialty
»

to adapt himself to Amei'ican living
and ideas in the three weeks since he
landed on the Normandie. Having
lived under Nazi regulation he enjoys the liberal atmosphere of America and especially of- Colby College.
He likes Maine immensely, and impatiently awaits the heavy snow
storms he has heard so much about.
The American system of college
fraternities is an entire new chapter
in his life. He has always had the desire to lead the English "hostel" life
of which the nearest equivalent is the
fraternity.
Klaus is exceptionally thrilled by
the American college athletics. He
admitted that English rugby is far
less exciting than American football
and one just couldn 't hold him down
at the Tufts and New Hampshire
games. At the University of London
he was awarded trophies for the
throwing of the discus, shot and hammer, but he rates English track and
field far less developed , because of
lack of coaches.
He is amazed at the various activities that are constantly going on at
Colby and he greatly enjoyed the recent lecture by Mary Ellen Chase.
The students of Colby - College will
have an opportunity of hearing Mr.
Dreyer in the very near future, when
he will address the International Relations Club on the present situation
in Europe.

Camera Club School
Starts Next Monday

Due to a conflict in dates the opening of the Camera Club's second
school of photography for beginners
has been set back to next Monday,
,
October 31.
On that date, beginnnig th e first of
five consecutive Monday evening
lessons, Harold Clark , assistant librarian , conducts the class on the subject
of "What shall I use for a Camera?"
This first meeting is free and a student may enroll for tho rest of the
course by paying the. fee of 25 cents.
Already a number of high school students in the city have enrolled.
Classes are to 'bo hold in the Alumnae Building classroom, As a result
of the postponement, the d at e for
each subject has been advanced one
week from the date previously announced.

.

-

S. C. M. PEACE COMMITTEE
HOLDS SPECIAL MEETING

H>jftCoR fccti oncers
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,

'' .

¦

WATERVILLE

uate of Colby still active in the ministry, who delivered the invocation.
George Otis Smith, chairman, of the
Board of Trustees, briefly reviewed
the history of the chapels during the
life >of Colby college. He described
meetings of the first chapel in 1821,
when the only illumination was
candle. A few years later with the
building of Champlin Hall , provision
for services was made there; and this
was used as a chapel until seventyfive years ago when the present memorial Chapel was built. In summing
up, Mr. Smith said that it was particularly fitting that the chapel should be
the . first building erected as ,it denoted
a new period in the life of iColby.
The speaker of the occasion , Rev.
Gordon Brownville, '20, the present
pastor of Tremont Temple , briefly reviewed the life of Dr. G. Claude Lorimer from his birth in Scotland to his
pulpit at ,, Tremont Temple. First,
Dr. Lorimer followed the sea , but
abandoned it for the stage. It was
during his stage career that .he attended a revival meeting with a friend by
the name of Strickland. Both of
these men were so impressed that they
decided to enter the ministry. Although both enjoyed success in this
field , Lorimer's was the more notable
as he held severa l outstanding pastorates such as Tremont Temple. Rev.
Brownville said that it was wonderful
that Lorimer should be remembered
in this way ; for "tho he be dead , yet
he speaketh. "
Embedded in the cornerstone were
sound records of the ground breaking
of August, 1937, programs of the religious groups of the campus , placed
by the student representatives, Conrad Swift and Donna deRochemont.
Graeme and Burford Lorimer placed
Saturday Evening Posts with the last
editorial written by their father , entitled "Facing Forward. " The ceremonies ended with the laying of the
cornerstone in its place.
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(Continued from page 1) ,

This afternoon at 4 o'clock , the
Peace Committee of the Student
Christian 1 Movement held a special
meeting in the Religion office. The
purpose of this meeting was for.students interested in Peace t*o meet
M i ss Joan W arnshu is, the new field
secretary for the Student Peace Service and the American Friends .Service Committee. The Colby peace
movement was discussed also plans
On November 7 Joe Smith discusses woro made
, for Colby 's observance of
how to make bettor snap shots. Mr. Armistice
Day.
Elmo'Stevens of Waterville ivill conduct tho third lesson on what makes
a pleasing picture. The succeeding
two me et i n gs ar e laborator y sessions
on November 21 nnd 29 iind will be
conducted by advanced students in
tho Camera Glub.
.
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Havo Your Thom os, Book Reports.
\ Theses and Notes Expertly Typed
Special Rato for College Students
MISS LOUISE M. HIGGINS
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
44 Main St., '
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Fraternity and Sorority Standings
2nd Semester , 1937-38
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Powder ec Wig
(Continued from page 1) ;
ance of Mr. Edward Porter, technical -.;;
assistant in dramatics. Already work;;
has started in radio playing, puppetry,hy
and ordinary dramatic production.; >
Two departments are especially to ,,
be emphasized, with the regular pro- ;y
gram. In past years, many men and' ";
women have asked to; help in producf ',
tion and have been ,gladly .accepted. ' ;;
This year, -for the first time,? they can; /
have some special training. • •; Those;;;:
who are -interested in scenery, stagei.V¦
management, and lighting are, particu- ' ¦; ¦ :
larly asked to come to 'the meetihg;on 4;
Thursday. And Powder and Wig has ;,;
made special provision for ; giving;;:;
credit towards, membership to those;;
who help in a business way. ''An y.4y
who would like to work on tlio , busi-;;;
hess side of production, should
also ;'
' ¦ " ' ¦ ' '¦ ' '' :¦ '" ':.'¦':'&
come at ten. .
The opportunities for . acting;wiU be ";t;
greater this year, if present plans can ;;
bo carried out. There v will ;be:;?
special , productions f or ;Powder ¦. and y !;!
Wig associates and apprentices; tolvbe;|
directed by members of Powder;arid ;
|
Wig. The constitution , published in^l
the ,ECHO of Octob er 12, . :oxplajns|p
th e system of associate membershiy:;i|
"Any who havo made some: place 'for;i;;i
themselves may upon paymehtv;bf . dries:M
become associate membersh of ;Pb^cr||^
and Wig. " And those ' special;prb)luc~p
tions ' aro opportunities to^mal^pmo||i
placo 'for yourselves'' r in ' :dramafcic^
work in th o conogoiS^ Wy 'M^WiM
"
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Britain's Tommies took possession of Jerusalem with
relative ease (three British boys wounded) ; however,
settlement of the Holy ' Land's Arab-Jewish situation with
the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem was quite another problem.
The Mufti's demands headed, by, "Immediate cessation of
all Jewish immigration to Palestine," hinted at more than
a smattering of European dictatorial backing.
Peaceful settlement with the Arabs is extremely difficult for it must include satisfaction of the Mufti's demands without giving too much or too little. The danger
is the growing national-spirit among all Arabs who it is
feared will rise in other spheres of English, influence
with hopes for themselves or hacking for their kinsmen.
What would be done about Palestine's 400,000 Jews and
Balfour's Jewish National Home? Would they too be
sold out by Britain to keep the "peace for our time?" As
English statesmen winced under thoughts for a settlement, students of World Affairs watched to see if this
could be chalked down as another, step in the "Decline
and fall of the British Empire."
Japanese

Push

Simultaneously with the British clean up of Jerusalem,
and with as much ease, came the Japanese capture of
South China's once teemingly active Canton. Formerly a
city of nearly a million through which came practically all
of Hong Kong's trade, Canton had dwindled to fifty thousand inhabitants. Hong Kong with Japan thus in control
of South China automatically became a mere pawn to
the wishes of the Japanese military clique.
But these blows to English prestige and the causes that
so weakened Britain that she must accept the dictates
of totalitarian states . are events of the past. The live
issue is, what is going to oppose dictatorial force ?
United States A Question Mark

Misinf ormed

...

In the adjoining column is a feature article on the
finances of Colby , College. While we are not just certain,
we "believe this is a direct result of the unthinking statement of a Colby upperclassman recently overheard or reported to the Treasurer to the effect that the Trustees
of Colby must be making a great deal of money from running the college this year with the greatly increased enrollment. This- is but a single example of the abysmal
ignorance of students of the handling of the administration of a college.
That a student should attend college for three years
and have such a meager knowledge of how the college is
run is unthinkable. That a college student should have
a .like ignorance of the function of campus organizations
is equally unthinkable. Recently we were told that one
student; thought it strange that the theatre in Waterville
he thought to be its leading movie house should receive
less space in this publication than the other theatres ! It
would seem useless almost to inform that person that this
is the problem of the individual theatre, not the Colby
E CHO. After all our job is to sell them what space they
will buy in our advertising columns, not to give one more
space because a few deluded students have the impression
it is our leading theatre.
These are but two recent examples .which have been
brought to our attention. If these misapprehensions exist,
surely there are many more j ust as ridiculous. The cause
of this ignorance' is either in the failure of students to
investigate or in their failure to stop and think at all.
Possibly there is something the administration should do
to correct the beliefs concerning its functions. But much
more likely the student should stop to investigate such
obviously rash and inaccurate statements before subjecting himself to the ridicule of the whole college.

YE GLADIATOR COLUMN
Dear Gladiator :

•

Is McCoy blind????? After listening to McCoy's talk
on Colby Night we were under the impression that Daggett was the man bo watch in the Bowdoin game. However, without discredit to Daggett who played an excellent game, we are wondering after seeing the battle if
perhaps some small mention should not have been made
of Hatch, whose excellent forward passing made such a
difference in the score. We should recommend that at
any future talks or in write ups some small mention should
be made with regard to. Hatch .
We are also wondering what was taking place in the
press box that Jed to such poor identification of plays
and substitutions. From such a vantage point as the
press box it should be possible for the sports scribes to
see passers and creditable work of linemen better than
stories of the Bowdoin game indicate. Was the talk and
th e r ep or ts of the game a matt er of accurat e ob servation
and sincere belief on the part of the scribes and McCoy
or was there some kibitzing in that two hour session at the
' ¦> •
gy m after th e game?
Sincerely,
I. A. M. Wonderin g.
, •

Tlio Brown University yacht club has a boathouse
valued at $10,000.
Gi fts to tho University of Chicago during tho nine years
/in which Dr. Robert M. Hutchins has boon its president
total $52 ,000,000.
. ,, Varsity Village will bo tho name of a now group of
homollko studont residences at Niagara University, V
- Tho Rockefeller Foundation has made a grant of $18,\\. 000 ,000 to American University to bring government em»
; ployos of Latin-American republics to United States for
, ' , study of our government.
^hy
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Last week with an announcement of a larger army and
navy for the United States came a rumor of closer bonds
with Great Britain. Weight was given to this idea by a
suggested visit of the King and Queen to the United
States next summer. This ray was somewhat darkened
by what Sunday 's New York Times calls "Ambassador
Kennedy's Olive Branch," wherein Mr. Kennedy suggests
his "theory for easing friction between Dictatorship and
Democracy."
King Carol of Roumania refused to join with harpies
Poland and Hungary in their designs to slice up the Ruthenian section of Czechoslovakia. Some read into this
decision of Carol's a desire for a Russian Alliance. Such
a move would be beneficial to both countries. It would
keep Hitler out of Roumanian oil fields and for Russia
it would be carrying the inevitable Russo-Germany war
further from the boundaries of the Ukraine. This may
mean quicker opposition than Germany expects.
Hitler 's Real Enemy

But the present real enemy of Hitler (as H. V. Kaltenborn pointed out in a radio address Sunday) is inherent.Such a state must have trade, but its trade agreement
methods dictate such terms that the trader is soon economically dependent on the totalitarian state. Jugoslavia
despite German Economics Minister Funk's-credit trip
through the Balkans to Turkey resists German or Italian
trade agreement for this very reason. This together with
Hitler's changing at will the monetary content of the
German Mark has alienated more than anything else German trade in South America. How effective non-acceptance of dictated trade pacts will be remains for the future
to show , but it appears today as at least a retarding factor
to the growing German Empire.

College Finances
Do you know that you , the average Colby student, pay
less than half what your education costs the college? Do
you know where the rest of the money comes from? Do
you know what the college budget includes?
In his letter to the alumni in the July, 1938, issue of
the Colby Alumnus, President Franklin W. Johnson answers some of these questions.
The present Colby College budget calls for the expenditure of over $365,000 , which averages about $600 for
every Colby' student. And yet the tuition at Colby is
only $250 , only $200 for the present Juniors and Seniors.
How can they do it?
The answer is in our ever-growing endowment. During the last decade Colby's invested funds have been more
than doubled , so that our endowment, or money whose
interest is to be used for college expense, but whose principle remains untouched, now stands at over $2 ,500 ,000.
And this money is to be distinguished from the recent
gifts for the new campus on Mayflower Hill. Aside from
the hundreds of thousands of dollars pledged for the New
Colby last year, $272 ,000 was added to the Old Colhy
endowment funds in 1937-38. The additions to this money
which keeps Colby a going and progressive institution
have exceeded $300 ,000 for each of the last four years.
But , you ask, what is the $600 per student used for?
An d why has the cost of education almost doubled in the
last t en y ears?
Here the answers are obvious—so obvious that we
usually overlook them ; but so important that we certainly
should bo reminded of thorn.
As more endowment comes in , wo can have many things
without raising the cost to tho student. In this category
are more and bettor courses, more scholarship aid , hotter
equipment, better livin g q uarters , a bettor cam pus, a bettor Library, a more extensive placem ent bureau , an d in
Presi d ent Johnson 's words , "a larger , better trained , better paid , and, I trust , correspondingly more effective
faculty."
It is well for ns to stop and think of these facts for a
moment. And it is well that wo know now, and remember after wo graduate that while at Colby College we received more than two dollars worth of education ' for every
dollar of tuition that wo paid.
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NOTICES

. OF THE WEEK

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES FOR
OCTOBER 29

'

, 1st period: . 8:00-8 :35.
2nd period: 8 :45-9 :20.
3rd period: 9 :30-10:05.
4th period : 10:15-10:50.
Elmer C. Warren,
Registrar.
The Arts Club will hold , its first
formal! meeting on Monday, November 7. Tea will be served at 3:30
and the program; a presentation of
Edna St. Vincent Millay's "Aria da
Capo" will start at 4 :00 P. M.
VEREIN EULENSPIEGEL
Verein Eulenspiegel, the German
Club of Colby college, will meet this
Monday, October 31, at 7 :45 o'clock
in the Social Room of the Alumnae
Building. This is to be a memorial
meeting in honor of T. Eulenspiegel,
whose colors and coat of arm s will be
presented. Later there will be folkdancing, singing and refreshments.
Members may bring friends.
Tickets for the game at Ma ine this
Saturday must be purchased before
Thursday at 5:00 P. M. either from
the Athletic Department or the Colby Book Store. No student sales will
be made after that time.

ECHO STAFF

The ECHO meeting of all staff
members and all those trying out or
wishing to try out for the course in
news writing will be held in the chapel
tomorrow, Thursday, from 9:55 to
10:20.

Bookworm Burrowin gs
How are you starting off ? If you 're
having trouble, why not come around
to the library to get a safety check.
There's nothing like having everything ready for full speed ahead. And
here we have it—READING IN HIGH
GEAR by Mabel Vinson Cage. It's
just enough for you to get well started on your season's reading. The library can give you a full list of selected tours anytime and everytime.
How about one with speed , dash,
drama, excitement, and fast changing
scenes all along the trip, pointed out
for you by Margaret Armstrong during the life of FANNY KEMBLE ; A
PASSIONATE VICTORIAN. Scenes
in England and America make it a
noteworthy book. James Truslow
Adams, so well known for his interestingly drawn pen pictures in EPIC
OF AMERICA has given us another,
when he takes us to England in
BUILDING THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
This is the first of two volumes and
takes up the history of England from
its earliest times to the eighteenth
century. Another of a. different sort
is POWER—A NEW SOCIAL ANALYSIS by Bertrand Russell. We'll need
lots of it when the going gets steep.
We see a bit of Irish scenery in Sean
O'Faolain's KING OF THE BEGGARS. We get glimpses of Daniel
O'Connell, the early nineteenth century Irish national leader. It is a
most informal biography with the
flavor of a true Irish setting.
Should we want a change and wish
for something nearer home , we have
pnly to take down Robert P. Tristram
Coffin 's MAINE BALLADS for a
quiet jaunt through Maine countrysides , seeing Maine people and having
a good yarn now and then.
MOMENTS OF MEMORY , the recollections and impressions of Herbert
Asfquith may give interesting sidelights on the life of England's wartime premier, On the trip you'll see
such figures as D. H. Lawrence,
Gladstone, Che sterton , and Thomas
Hardy.
Here's an opportunity to select a
real itinerary. Go along on a world
tour with Marion J. Bradshaw in his
THIRD CLASS WORLD. Mr. Bradshaw is Professor of the Philosophy
of Religion at the Bangor Theological
Seminary, and has made the personal
acquaintance of many Colby students
when he has spoken hero in Waterville.
Lot's go to the library right away.
There aro many more trips as good as
those. So take an excursion in your
easy chair with a good guide book
from tho library.

Turntable Talks
By R. H.
This week Decca Records again
take the limelight, featuring their
first recordings by swing pioneer Paul
Whiteman. Eight of P. W.'s tunes
have been released to date, and all of
them are pretty good. AH Ashore by
the orchestra is the latest of Billy
Hill's slostyle. A smooth vocal by
the Four Modernaires is the feature.
Reverse this disc and you have My
Reverie from Debussey by Clinton.
There's no vocal which really is a
shame, but a swell Whiteman arrangement makes up for it
Next comes When I Go A Dreaming
which is another slow one and a vocal
by Joan Edwards. She does a solid
job on it and can hold her own very
well against Edythe Wright. Turn it
over and you have There's No Place
Like Your Arms. Really a great idea
anyway and a good tune to boot. The
band gives us an idea of what is to
come when they almost cut loose once
or twice, and the Four Modernaires
do a vocal which is a lot more interesting than many. It's an O. K.
record. Comes now I Used To Be
Color Blind still by Whiteman but
that part of the band known as the
"Swing Wing." Strictly a popular
tune and given the ordinary pop
treatment. The Modernaires do a
nice vocal, the words of which make
a little sense for a change. Over and
you have Peelin' The Peach. Same
combination but lots more rhythm.
You can shag to this one with ease.
But by far the best of the Whiteman works is catalogued under 2074.
The Swing Wing and Modernaires do
Sing A Song Of Sixpence and Jamboree Jones. Two better sides on the
same plate I haven 't heard in many a
day. Sing A Song is mainly a vocal
and very well swung. Yes, it's the old
nursery rhyme and makes very easy
listening. Jamboree, too, is strong on
the vocal. The tune is not brand new
—came but last fall but never was
very popular. This one is a" grand arrangement, and no doubt that all who
hear it will have their own one favorite lick to point out which will only
prove that all of it is good.
There are a couple of more must
be mentioned—Tutti Fruitti and
You 're The Only Star by Dick Robertson and a Russ Morgan Is That The
Way To Treat A Sweetheart? versus
Summer Souvenirs. Personally, I
didn 't think much of any of them.
WORLD'S GREATEST PIANIST
EMERGES FROM RETIREMENT
FOR SCREEN ROLE
The long awaited first and only
screen appearance of the world's
greatest pianist, Ignace Jan Paderewski is scheduled to open at the State
Theatre in the near future. The great
Maestr o will be seen in the Lothar
Mendes production "Moonlight Sonata " in which the supporting cast includes Marie Tempest , Charles Farrell and Barbara Greene.
Paderewski who is in his 76th year
was intrigued by the mechanics of the
making of motion pictures and he was
in a veritable wonderland during the
process of the filming of "Moonlight
Sonata. "
Eighteen different pianos were
tried out before Paderewski decided
on the two he would use during the
course of the film—one at the studio
and the other at his hotel. It was
found that the wooden flooring gave
too much resonance, and a concrete
floor was specially laid down , much to
Paderewski's satisfaction.
One of the longest "takes " of
"Moonlight Sonata " was some 1,000
feet of Paderewski playing the Liszt
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6. Beside
th e play ing of the Rhapsody, Paderewski also plays during the run of
t he picture , Polonaise , A Flat Maj or
by Chopin; his own Minuet and Beethoven 's Moonlight Sonata.
Seldom does a comic-strip quip be-

come p art of a collo go y ell, but a

couple have boon adopted with a vengeance at , Midland College. Tho studont court there has ruled that on
clays before footb all games freshmen
must say "Foo to tho goo that plays
Midland ," whenever pointed at by up.
porclassmon.
What's foo for the upperclassnion
must bo foo , for the freshmen!

Many Try Out In
Sororities Hold
Students Hear
Colby Glee Clubs
Rushin g Part ies
:: hv.4Rev^E. E. Turner
Rev. E. E. Turner, who has been
pastor for four years at the American
Church in Berlin , was speaker on Sunday night at the Student Forum ,
where he gave a very well-informed
end enlightening talk on the German
situation. By telling of the experience's, of Rupert Meyer and Martin
Niemoller, two of the great religious
leaders in Germany, he showed how
the spirit of Hitler's Nazi'government
is in conflict with the spirit of Christianity,
i
Although Niemoller is a-Confessionalist and Meyer a Roman Catholic, both of them have been working
toward a common goal—to elevate
moral standards in Germany, Meyer,
according to Rev. Turner, is called the
Roman Catholic Niemoller, just as we
in America might call some great
leader an Abraham Lincoln. This fact
may give us some idea of the importance of Niemoller's influence in Germany.
Because Hitler feared that Niemoller's religious teachings might weaken
the Nazi power in Germany he had
Niemoller seized and put into a conservation camp, where he lives under
very trying conditions. Although
both American and German friends
have been working to free Niemoller,
he is still being held by the German
government. Whether he shall ever
be liberated is uncertain, for.the
teachings of Christ in Germany are
at the present vigorously opposed by
the teachings of Hitler.
"Appreciation
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The sororities gave their informal
rushing parties last week and many
orig inal entertainments were provided for the freshman rushees.
The Phi Mu 's gave a Tyrolean party
on Monday afternoon at 4:30. All
the girls wor e dirndls and served root
beer and pretzels to their guests. Mrs.
Louise Miller, district president of
the sorority, was present.
On Tuesday afternoon Alpha Delta
Pi entertained. The invitations were
in: the shape of tea pots and refreshments consisted of tea, sandwiches,
cookies and fudge. The girls toasted
marshmallows and sang songs.
A campfire with a setting of pine
and rocks was the main feature of the
Delta Delta Delta rushing party at
6:30 Wednesday evening. Everyone
sat around the campfire drinking
cocoa and toasting marshmallows.
The party ended with the Tri Delt's
singing their goodnight song by the
light from the coals of the campfire.
The Chi Omega's sei'ved cider and
animal crackers at their tea on Thursday. Barbara Skehan, '41, gave The
Waltz by Dorothy Parker, and Betty
Buckner , '41, gave a one act play
Suppressed Desires.

At the Sigma Kappa party on Friday, members of the sorority gave a
very amusing pantomime.
Five
groups 'of girls were organized and
each presented a stunt. The refreshments were cider and doughnuts.
BOARDMAN SOCIETY MEETS
The Boardman Society held its regular meeting last week. Rev. Harold
Metznei' conducted a very interesting
discussion on various phases of Christian Living ; President Elliot Drisko
led devotions.
SIDELIGHTS

Saturday-Monday-Tuesday
October 29-3 1 and November 1

That four-legged creature that was
seen on the porch of the Phi Delt
house Wednesday noon was not just
another Phi Delt. It was the same
Colby mascot that Vic Malins had imported from the Farmington zoo and
which he led onto Seaverns field 'before the Bowdoin game.

"VALLEY OF '
THE GIANTS"

Filmed in Technicolor with
WAYNE
C LAIRE
TREVOR
MORRIS
•
Wednesday-Thursday-Friday
November 2 - 3 - 4

A Local Cleaner

The Waterville Dry Cleaners

2 Bi g Features

'

Careful Work

JANE
WITHERS
a
in
"Always
|
in
I
| Trouble "

RITZ
BROS.
in
"Stra i ght
Place and
Show "

j

"Ser vice Which Satisf ies"
(Only the finest products used in oui
cleaning process)
From 3 Hour Service up

Tel. 277 62C Temple St.

i

FILEN E'S

PORTLAND, MAINE
Cordially invites you to select your new coats,
suits, dresses and accessories - for misses, juniors ,
women - during our exhibit at the

ELMWOOD HOTEL

WEDNESDAY-, NOVEMBER 2nd
From 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
¦

i

•

Included are dresses, coats, suits for infants,
children, and girls.
Miss Doroth y L. Dillon will be in charge.
WM. FILENE'S SONS CO.
492 Congress Street, Portland , Maine

'

¦¦¦ —
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The officers of the men's club this
year are : President, Bernard Burbank, Berlin, N. - .H. ; manager, John
Waterville;
librarian ,
Pendleton ,
James Chase, Mechanic Falls; assistant manager, Horace Burr, Winthrop.
The officers of the women's club
this year . are: President, Marion
Crawford, Pittsfield; librarian, Jean
Pearson, Plymouth, Mass. ; assistant
manager, Nannabelle Gray, Presque
Isle.
The governing board of this year's
club is composed of Horace Burr,
Conra d Swift, and Arlene Bamber,
The pianists of the club are Robert
Carr and Elizabeth Solie.
The members of this year 's men's
club are : First tenors : Clarence Lord ,
Maurice Searle, Halsey Frederick ,
Conrad Swift, Stanley Schreider ,
Romeo Roy, Joseph Beeh, Clifford
Came.
Second tenors : James ' Chase, Ralph
Delairo, Stedman
Howard, John
Lowell, Burton; Linscott, Buell Merrill, Walter Sherys, Edward Quarrington.
First bass: George Bliss, Horace
Burr, Norris Dibble, Phillip Ames,
John Pendleton, Linwood Workman ,
Phillip Tyson.
Second bass: Frank Bailey, Bernard don Richardson , Spencer Winsor.
The members of this year 's womBurbank, John Daggett, Gilbert
en's
club are :
Hutchinson, Charles DeLong, CorneFirst
sopranos : Ruth Pike , Edna
lius Moynihan, Patrick Martin, GorSlater, Lillian Healey, Jean Pearson ,
Patricia Thomas, June Saunders, Constance Khickerb" o' eker, Priscilla Patterson, Dora Jean Coffin.
Second sopranos : Frances DeCormier, Elizabeth Buckner, Elizabeth
Walden, Marilyn
Ireland , - Doris
Colby week-end as usual proved Heaney, Elizabeth Sweetser, Muriel
.
itself to be a great attraction for some Howe, Elizabeth Solie.
First contraltos : Nannabelle Gray,
of our past graduates. Those spending the week-end in the dormitories Virginia Kingsley, Joanna MacMurtry, Ruth Rowell, Barbara Towle,
were :
Harriet Felch, '38, Iola Chase, '37, Pauline Pratt,Marion MeArdle, Ada
and Kye Pinette , '37, were guests of Vinecour.
Second contraltos : Evelyne Short ,
Dorothy Weeks. Margaret Pillsbury,
Marion
Crawford, Eleanor Purple ,
'38, spent Friday night with Connie
Alta
Gray,
Jean . Burr,, Hannah PutAverill, and Edith Emery, '37, was the
,
nam
Priscilla
Mailey, Esther Macguest of Arlene Paine. Jane MontBride.
gomery, '38, was the guest of Alice
Manley, and Billie Fait, '38, was the
guest of Billie McGrath,.:
Willetta Herrick and Kitty Carson,
former Col'by students, were guests of
Ruth Pike and Peg Johnson respecContinuous From 1:30 P, M.
tively.
, Other people who attended the fesA PARADE OF HITS !
tivities this week-end were Helen FosSTARTS SATURDAY
ter, Alice Mulligan, and Peg Higgins ,
all of last year 's graduating class.
Helen MarggrafT, Mary Jones, Hannah Putnam , and Virginia-Duggan all
entertained their families this weekend. Vcriietto Noyes was the guest
of Betty Barter , and Phyllis Potter
was the guest of Hannah Putnam,
Those who spent the week-end out
of town were : Marjorie Gates , Oakland; Mildred Wheaton , Olive Pullen
and Marilyn Ireland at Millinocket ;
Elizabeth Walden , Greenville; Joannette Drisko , Belf ast ; Barbara Gr ant ,
Winthrop; and Maybelle Spencer and
Beverley Massell at Augusta. Those
out of town over Sunday were : Sally
Aldrich , Guilford; Witha Jardine,
Fairfield; Dorothy Smith , Fairfield;
B ett y Bart er , Portland , an d E le anor
iCTiff
Stone at Bangor.

Recent Alumnae Spend
Colby Week-end Here

NOEL'S TAP ROOM '

¦^^_..

il^N™ 52?

Starts Saturday, November 5

23 SILVER STREET

XO. MICH AUD

Colby College Bookstore
—

- Colby Week-end has come and gone
with its headaches and heartache
(Bowdoin) . Starting with a .huge
parade the two rallies finally converged " into one at the bonfire only
to separate again: the co-eds going
home to bed ; the men-well-nothing
ventured , nothing gained so I ain't
talking. The apples were good. Saturday morning showed a great number of empty desks, especially in the
men's division.
Bowdoin 's band had pretty uniforms but Colby 's had the pep and
music—-"The bestest band what am. "
Bennie (Goodman) Burbank has been
spending considerable time • on his
music lately. . Hannah is . still around
—:aak Dwight Sargent. Ester •Goldfield supported two men at the Bowdoin game; Fred . Ford on her right
arm and Leon Tobin on her left. She
dropped the one. on her left and accompanied the one on her right to the
Tau: Delt Tea Dance. Freshman
Braudy let his brother wear his cap at
the game Saturday. That , mule was
certainly hard to handle.
Gerry Stefko shifted partners
quickly Saturday, attending the game
with John Foster then making a quick
change and going to the gym dance
with Gordon Jones. That's killing two
birds with one stone.
Last week this column said "The
Colby White Mules should prove quite
popular at future gym dances." Saturday this prediction came true as the
orchestra, featuring Tom "Krupa"
Huse, brought the week end's festivities to a close. . The female stag line
at the dance was longer than the male

: yBBflEflilunii^f fj i^pB^^j S

Ideal
' ASH-AWAY ASH TRAYS
Specially Priced at 39c
.

With the prospect of a highly successful season ;;iri . sight,- the. Colby
Glee Club has started another, year
under the direction of John:- . -Thomas.
Try outs were heid last week for both
old and new members with a large
number of freshmen reporting. Sixtyfive members were present at the first
rehearsal Monday night. The. club
plans to make many trips this year
with concerts scheduled at Rumford
and Athens before Christmas vacation.

„___ — ._

Barber Shop '
Temple Street
2 Chairs Available at all times

doming Soon I
Ignace Jan. Paderewski
; in. "Moonli ght Soiintn " .

line. The Beal boys provided a great
deal of entertainment with their interpretations of the latest swingeroos
"Johnny " Johnson and Jack . Morphy
added to the* spree . with some select
steps. Jack escorted Flo Carleton tc
the 'Zeta Tea Dance. ' I am surprised!
The Lambeth Walk was practiced lay
the K. D. R. fellas at the gym dance
after Celia Rather gave them the
lov/down at their Tea Dance—Oy.
One of the Colby football player?
seems to be appreciated "only by McCoy and the members of the squad.
Recently a very dumb co-ed asked
one of our stars in a Carlson, accent
"Did you play?" How about it '.'Whizzer," did you?
Boy crazy, red headed , small town
Frosh G. G. G. is extremely busy trying to get to know all the men at Colby. Do you keep a little red book to
remember the names and telephone
numbers, Gloria? If you don't you
had better get one as 'you will'need it
after you get through rushing the
upper classmen. Where is your cheerleader's hat?
Ray Stinehfield has been doing a
lot of research lately, mostly on "How
to make yourself familiar with girls,"
—you see a certain Ruth Emerson is
the cause.
Hit 'em again.
Hit 'em again.
Harder—Harder—If we only had
more cheers like that! Who was the
originator of this master-piece—let's
have it for a permanent cheer.
I'll kick you a^'ain next week—
hard er—harder.

Bertiiee M. L>'osi
Beauty Shop

65 Temple St., Waterville
All branches of beauty work 50c.
Zotos and Jamal machineless permaents $10.00 and !?6.50. Machmeless
permanent ends, $3.75, Nestle permament ends' $2.75 complete Vigorol and
Brock treatments a specialty. .Consult
us about your hair and scalp conditions.
For a Complete Line of Footwear
Stop at Your

Endicott '" Johinsoii
Shoe Store

Waterville, Me.

F. Hubbard , M gr.

FRI.-SAT., OCT. 28-29
Continuous From 1.30 P. M.
2 BIG ACTION HITS
Buck Jones in
"LAW OF THE TEXAN"
Frankie Darro in
"WANTED BY THE POLICE"
Plus "Dick Tracy Return s"
Serial
MON.-TUES., OCT. 31-NOV. 1
Double Feature Program
WALLACE BEERY
"PORT OF 7 SEAS"
with
Frank Morgan
Maureen O'Sullivan
2nd Hit
HAROLD LLOYD
in
"PROFESSOR BEWARE"
Thrift Matinee, Tuesday 10c
WED.-THURS., NOV. 2-3
2 Big Features
Boh Burns
Martha Rayc .
in

"TROPIC HOLIDAY"
with Dorothy LaMour
Roy Milland
2nd Hit
"BULLDOG DRUMMOND
IN AFRICA"
John Howard
Heather Angel
Play Scroono every Mon.-Wed. ' ,
Nito—$2S lo 14 Sure Winners
Plun Glnnl Screono of $50 or , ,
mo r e ,
.

i

i

ii,

r

15C 600 Scats Always' 'J 5€
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Porter Returns To
Assist In Drama

an exchange student from France
Colby Delegate Attends was
to Colby, in 1935-36/ and . Lucille

Professor Rollins : of the English
department has announced that Mr,
Edward B. Porter will be his assistant
in dramatic arts and will, specialize
in stagecraft. Mr. Porter was here
two years ago. This last summer he
occupied the responsible position of
scenic designer at a prof essional summer theater in Weston, Vt. Mr. Porter has spent three years at the Goodman School of the Theater in Chicago.
Professor Rollins and Mr. Porter plan
to have four regular dramatic offerings this year. These include the fall
production of short plays in Deeember ,. the Powder and Wig show which
will probably be in February, a long
play as a spring production , and a
Commencement play. There will also
be other smaller ©importunities for students interested in dramatics to show
their talents.

- October 22 the New England universiti es' and colleges.- held their annual ' conference oh Social Action at
Stowe, Mass. Ernestine Wilson, vice
chairman of the Colby Committee on
Social Action, represented Colby college. Definite plans were made for
this year's work on labor cooperatives
and civil liberties. The emphasis this
year will be on arousing the interest
of the average student in social action.
• ''
The students also visited , the cooperative at Maynard, Mass., where instruction was given concerning the
\ t
technicalities of operation.

During the year , the Powder and
Wig Society will hold several open
meetings, at which Mr. Porter will assist in lines of production. It is hoped
that this year will be the most successful thus far in dramatics.

Caron 's
Barber Shop
S3 Main Street

cathedrals, the Louvre," and other historic places. Her most exciting time
came when she acted as interpreter
for French, German, and English
races at the international Auto Show.
She told many amusing tales of her
stay in France. She ended her speech
by saying that she devoutly hopes war
will not come bo the French.
Laura Magistrate,' another talented
freshman played a combination of
classical, and swing music, on the
piano, "Lieberstraum" blending most
effectively into "Stardust," Barbara
Skehan gave a humorous reading
called, "The Waltz," by Dorothy
Parker, which was followed by
an instrumental trio,
consisting
of Eleanor Bavis,
cello, Elizaabeth Bavis violin, and Elizabeth
Solie, piano. They played "Down
South " by Myddleton. Violet Hamilton gave a reading in French-Canadian dialect called "My Leetle Celeste." Fleet-footed Virginia Duggan ,
freshman , tap-danced so expertly
that she was applauded for an encore.
Evelyn Short, '39, sang a solo called
"My Curly-Headed Baby." Elizabeth
and Mary Buckner , both of the class
of '41, presented a humorous one-act
play, "The Artist," by A. A. Milne.
The entertainment was brought to
a close by the alumnae secretary, Mrs.
Joseph Coburn Smith , who spoke
about the Women 's Union which is
now reaching realization on 'Mayflower Hill. Everyone joined in singing
"Alma Mater " which was followed by
a social hour. Many of the women
left to join the men at the huge bonfire and rally behind Hedman Hall.

W omen Observe
(Continued from page 1)

Reynolds.
Cynthia Smith, '42 , • played "La
Golondrina ," and "The Carnival of
Venice," very beautifully on her accordion.
Iola Chase, '37, back from a year in
France as Colby exchange student,
spoke on "France As I See It." She
told of meeting Jeanne Peyrot, who

Dine and Dance
Opp. Stadium
We St ill Have Your Favorite
LUN CHES and DRINKS

Rally, Bonfire

Tel. 207
Savings Bank Building, Waterville, Me.
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Experiments

At the pi'esent time, Dr. McComas
is ' engaged in making a comparison
of human brains and those of the
gorilla , chimpanzee and other monkeys.
He is also making a study of the
influence of chemicals on the action
of the brain.
Dr. Henry McComas , of the department of psychology at Johns Hopkins
University, after receiving his A. B.,
and A. M., from Johns Hopkins and
Columbia, respectively, he attended
Union Theological Seminary and became . an ordained Congregational
minister. Leaving the field of the
ministry, he took the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy at Harvard., in 1910.
From 1910. to 1926 , he taught Psychology at Princeton University, and
since that time he has been at Johns
Hopkins University.
Professor McComas' chief interest
has been in laboratory research work.
He designed a device to record how
quickly decisions can be made in onehundredths of a second. He was one
of the first men in America to experiment on mental tests and also in the
movement to apply scientific psychology to practical problems—being one
of the early cooperating editors of
"The Journal of Applied Psychology. "
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on Mayflower Hill.
Bill McDonald , a member of the
championship Colby team of 1923, introduced members of that year's team
who were present. 33e also related
incidents of the 1923 season , the last
year that Colby woai a state championship in football.
"Lop " Hersey, captain of this
year's team was the next speaker on
the program. Declaring that this
year's team was the best he had ever
seen produced at Colby, lie promised
that the team would fight hard to defeat the Bowdoin B«ar.
Charles Nelson, '2 S, of Augusta was
the principal speak&r of the evening.
Stressing the Colby.spirit of "can," he
praised the ability of the college to
look forward into the future while accomplishing things an the present.
Coach McCoy was the last speaker
at the rally. He said that the men
on the team had no thought of losing
in Saturday's game but only of winning. Despite the fact that many on
the team lacked experience he promised that Colby would , give the state
champions a hard faght.
After the rally im the gym a huge
(Continued from page 1)
bonfire was started on the back campus. Open house was held in all fraalso praised the "venture in faith" ternities for the alumni after the bonsymbolized by the new Colby rising fire.

JEFF'S TAP ROOM

Waterville

GOOD SHOES For COLLEGE
MEN and WOMEN
2.95 and up

Colby, '3G. She "did" Paris
Social Action Conference J<ones,
with them, visiting the Exposition, the
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